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Alternative & private market data solution brief

Unlock time-sensitive data to 
make informed decisions faster
Complex, varied, and data-rich documents dominate alternative investment workflows, causing 
operational headaches for general partners (GPs), limited partners (LPs), managers, portfolio 
companies, and anyone else touching this critical information. Manual data extraction, 
transformation, and processing stand in the way of decision-making, analysis, and quick action, 
leading to missed opportunities and high costs.

Alkymi™ can accelerate financial services-specific data extraction by up to 98%*, enabling 
investment professionals to rapidly scale the collection of time-sensitive data from over 27 file 
formats and incorporate it into operations while maintaining accuracy. 

Benefits
With Alkymi, you receive structured 
and validated data in a single, 
easy-to-use tool—giving your team 
the confidence to take immediate 
action with an auditable trail to the 
data source. The results?

Emails, documents, images
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Unstructured alternative data Auditable, process-ready dataAlkymi Data Inbox

Your customers
expect clean data and
 thorough reporting

Your highly skilled employees
expect rewarding and 

impactful work

Your partners
expect quick 

action

• Ability to access and process more data using your   
 existing workforce

• An upgraded customer experience through faster service

• Increased employee satisfaction and reduced burnout

• Improved operations and compliance

• Reduced risks related to manual copy/pasting

• More time spent on analysis leads to smarter 
 investment decisions 

• Reduced friction in GP and LP communications  

*compared to manual processing



Visit alkymi.io to schedule a demo today. 

Capital calls & distributions Quarterly reports/SOI CAS/PCAP

Exposure & allocation reports Product placement & offering 
memorandums

Confidential information memo 
(CIM)

Tax documents Monthly financialsDue diligence questionnaire 
(DDQ)
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Alkymi delivers the automation necessary for operational success 
and empowers control and governance over the data that 
ultimately forms a valuable analytical tool in alpha generation.

Hugues Chabanis, Product Portfolio Manager | Alternative Investments at SimCorp
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Key features
Alkymi combines financial service expertise, real-time data 
extraction, and a human-in-the-loop architecture to 
supercharge your workflows. Alkymi Patterns leverages 
machine learning (ML), natural language processing (NLP), 
and computer vision to extract and structure targeted data. 
Alkymi’s Data Inbox™ seamless workflow and enterprise 
integrations accelerate your overall alternatives processes. 
Together, they help your employees complete the necessary 
work faster to better serve your clients and partners.

Leading customers implement Alkymi to automate:

Accelerate adoption and decision-making 
with an easy-to-use UIBuilt for humans

Build and deploy your own Patterns to 
automate workflows

No-code 
automation

SOC 2 compliant; best-in-class security
Industry-grade 
compliance

Create end-to-end workflows by connecting 
with out-of-the-box API integrations

Enterprise 
integrations


